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Allegiance Fundraising V9.0 

Guide to Build a Sustaining Donor Program 

Introduction 

When starting a sustainer program, there are a few important considerations that need to be made.  How do 
you want to solicit sustaining donations, what kind of follow-up contact to do you want with sustaining 
donors, and how can you identify sustainers for reports and functions? 

This quick reference guide can help you think through how you want to set up your sustainer program and 
get you started quickly.   

Creating Sustaining Pledges in Data Entry 

The process of setting up a donor/pledge to be set for auto renewal is quick and simple.  There is a flag on 
the pledge called “Auto Renew.”  There are four possible statuses for the auto -renew flag.   

 

No: This is the default auto renew status for a pledge.  If set to no, the pledge will be treated as a 
one-time annual pledge and will not auto-renew. 
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Active: If the auto renew status is set to Active, the pledge will auto-renew when it is fulfilled and the 
donor is in the renewal cycle. 

Complete: Once an active auto renewed pledge rolls over into the next year, the status on the active 
pledge will change to complete.  This indicates that the pledge was fulfilled and rolled over 
successfully.  This will prevent any additional pledges from being automatically written on this 
pledge.  The system will automatically change the status to complete during the rollover process.  
Rarely would you ever need to manually mark a pledge as complete. 

Canceled: A canceled status indicates a pledge that was once set to auto renew, but the donor 
decided they did not want to continue on as a sustainer.  By marking the auto renew as canceled, a 
new pledge will not be written out for this pledge.  This can help you track how many drop-offs you 
have in you sustainer pool.  Note: If you set the status of a pledge to canceled, the system will 
automatically change the auto renew flag to “cancelled” as well.   

Upgrade Percentage: When you set the auto renew status to Active on a pledge, a field will appear 
below the auto renew status.  This Upgrade % box allows you to indicate the percent that this 
pledge should increase yearly when renewed.  If the pledge should not increase, leave this box 
blank.   

 
Also important when setting a pledge up for auto renew is the consideration of the mode. 
 
 Mode of Payment: All modes (except for selectable modes: 09, 59, 79, 89) may be set to auto renew.   
 Any cash or credit monthly plan will be eligible for a new pledge to be written for it when the pledge 
 is paid in full, has an active renewal status, and the account is in the renewal cycle.  These pledges 
 auto renew in the renewal function. 
  
 Any cash or credit quarterly plan or lump sum pledge will be eligible for a new pledge to be written 
 for it when the pledge is paid in full, it has an active auto renew status, the account is in the renewal 
 cycle, the first payment due date is one year ago. These pledges auto renew in the renewal function. 
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 EFT mode pledges will auto renew when the current pledge is paid in full, has an active auto renew 
 status and the first payment due date is one year ago. These pledges auto renew in the Renewal 
 (RL) Function. 
 
When adding a new sustaining pledge to someone’s account you must also consider his or her current 
account status.  Ideally, a new sustaining pledge will go into the account as a renewal (New, Renewal, or 
Rejoin).  This pledge will set the account to 12 months so the pledge will renew at the same time as the 
expiration of the account.  If the account is new to the database or in an expired status when the pledge is 
added, you do not need to do anything other than add the pledge and mark the auto renew flag to Active.  If 
this is the case, the account will look similar to the screen shot below after the auto renewal pledge is added. 
 

 
 
If the account is an existing member, you will want to add the pledge with the auto renew flag as Active.  
Then you will want to make sure the pledge type is renewal or rejoin and adjust the months remaining to 12 
and the renewal code to 0.  This step will ensure that the account does not reach an expired status before 
the pledge is auto renewed.  If this is the case, the account will look similar to the screen shot below after the 
auto renewal pledge is added. 
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Setting up Auto Renewal Source Codes 

When setting up source codes for the Renewal (RL) Function process, you will need to make sure the 
solicitation type and solicitation method are set up correctly. 

Note: The original pledge that the donor makes to become a sustainer will be source coded based on where 
it originated from (pledge drive, renewal mail, web, telemarketing, etc…).  The subsequent years, where the 
system has rolled over that pledge will have either RLAUTO or AGAUTO on it and only those pledges are 
classified as auto renewal when breaking down your pledges or payments.  If you want to track where 
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Example of RLAUTO (or Auto Renewing Renewal Gift) Source Code Setup 

 
Example of AGAuto (or Auto Renewing Additional Gift) Source Code Setup 

 
 

Managing Sustainers Using Allegiance Functions 

Renewal (RL) Function 

Parameters 

The program that writes out the new pledge for auto renewing pledges occurs in the Renewal (RL) Function 
(found under the Monthly Functions Menu).  
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In the source code area, there are source codes for Auto Renewals that need to be filled in before you can 
run the RL function.  We recommend keeping these codes simple: RLAUTO and AGAUTO (as shown above).  
These source codes never need to change.  There is no reason a date needs to be in these source codes.  If 
you want to know how much you had in these types of pledges, you simply use the source code and a 
pledge date (or payment date) range to get that information.  

 

Note: If you want all of your auto renewal pledges to have a fund code assigned, key that into the fund code 
fields.  If you want to carry fund codes over from the parent (initial) auto renew pledge, check the “Use 
existing fund code from parent pledge” checkbox.   

Segmentation 

Since auto-renewing accounts count down their memberships just like any other normal account, they will 
fall into your renewal cycle.  You may want to mail to them at the beginning of the cycle to ask for an 
upgrade, but generally, you do not want to include them in your regular renewal output.  To ensure they are 
contacted correctly, you will want to set up a segment set or two to mail them special upgrade requests or 
exclude them from renewal mailings altogether.  Below are a couple examples of how you might set up your 
segment sets. 
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The following segment would identify those that are getting their 1st effort and you want to ask them for an 
upgrade. 

 
The following segment set would identify those donors that have already received the upgrade request and 
now they are just being selected into this segment for elimination until they are auto renewed.  This 
segment prevents them from getting regular renewal requests.   
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Thank You (TY) Function 

Thanking your donors for their giving is an extremely important part of donor stewardship.  You may wish to 
send a special thank you note to sustaining donors.  To ensure that these donors get the proper messaging, 
you may need to create special segment set(s) in the Thank You function.  Below is a basic example of how 
you might setup your thank you segmentation for auto-renewal donors.   

 
The following segment set will pull all donors who are in their second or later year as a sustaining donor. 

 
The following segment will pull all first-time sustainers for a thank you. 
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On Demand and Other Functions 

When sending solicitations and other mailings, you will always need to be mindful of what you want to do 
with your sustainers.  Sometimes you will want them to receive everything just like any other donor.  
However, if you need to eliminate them or solicit them in a different way you can identify them via 
segmentation fields.  Here are recommended segmentation fields to use for sustaining donors: 

 166 – Auto Renewal Flag (WOR File) 

 441- Auto Renewal Flag (PAYH File) 

 554 – Auto Renewal Flag (Sustainer Pledge Flag – PLDG File) 

 1008 – Original Gift was Auto Renewal Flag 

 1009 – Last Renewal was Auto Renewal Flag 

 1010 – Last Additional Gift was Auto Renewal Flag 

 1011 – Highest Pledge was Auto Renewal Flag 

 1012 – Next to Last was Auto Renewal Flag  

 8204 – Total Auto Renew (GIVH File) 

 8205 – Consecutive Auto Renew (GIVH File) 

 8206 – Date Original Auto Renew (GIVH File) 

Note: When you are trying to include/exclude all sustainers, field 554 with a “From Value” of ACT will be the 
best field to use.   
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Analysis of your Sustainer Program 

Each month you should run a handful of reports to be sure you are appropriately tracking your sustainers. 
And, you should use these reports to verify their accounts are up-to-date. The following section will give you 
suggestions on possible reports to run. However, you can create any report in Analysis Reports or use the 
Query Function to analyze your data as you see fit. 

If you are trying to answer the question: How many sustainers do I have? Follow these steps: 

First, use the Query Function to pull how many sustainers you should have. Use the following setup to find 
out this information: 

 
To find out what you expect in cash flow from your sustainers/auto-renewing pledges, run the Cash Flow 
Forecast Report found under the Management Reports section. Use the following settings: 
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You can use the Aging Report (found in the Management Reports section) to review the ages of your 
sustaining pledges. Run the report for your current aging date and sort by “Auto Renewal Status” = Y. 

 
A negative number in the “Plg Age in Months” column indicates a pledge that is ahead in payments and 
might not be charged during next month’s processing. Positive numbers in the “Plg Age in Months” column 
indicate a pledge that is behind in payments and might not renew in time to prevent this donor from 
entering an expired status. 
 
Payment Analysis Report(s) 
At any time you can define a report with a payment date range to look for all payments receive on any 
pledge with an “Active” auto-renew status. You may want to break down the report by Source Code (to see 
what kind of solicitations are bringing in new sustainers), by Mode (to see how your sustainers are paying for 
their pledges) or use any other combination of fields. 
 
Renewing Add Gifts Reporting  
Many stations do not set add-gifts to auto-renew. Having additional gifts set to auto-renew can potentially 
disrupt renewal dates and force donors into an expired status while still make monthly payments to your 
organization. To determine if you have any auto-renewing add gifts within you database, you can run a 
Pledge Analysis Report setup like the following example: 
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Use this report to adjust the pledge type/month’s remaining on accounts, if needed, to ensure a donor’s 
account status doesn’t expire. 
 
Active Sustainer Report 
Within the Management Report section of Fundraising V9.0, you will find a report called Active Sustainer 
Pledge Report. This report will give you a list of every pledge flagged as auto-renewing within your database. 

 

Soliciting Sustaining Gifts on the Web 

When soliciting sustaining gifts on your web pledge pages, you have a couple of options to consider.  You 
can either add sustaining as an option to your existing pledge page or create a special pledge page for 
sustainer-only gifts.  The following are Pros and Cons of both options and instructions for creating each. 

Option One: 

Add Sustainer as an additional option on your existing pledge page as a payment mode selection or 
question record.   

 Pros:  

• You might get donors who would otherwise be annual-gift only givers to upgrade to sustainer 
status. 

• You don’t have to manage multiple live pages. 
• Can be implemented in minutes. 

 Cons:  

• It is harder to upgrade/encourage donors to give more money. 
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• You can’t do special “sustainer-only” offers. 
• You can’t give sustaining donors a special web source code to make reporting even easier. 

To make your current pledge page sustainer-friendly, you have two options. 

1) Add sustaining modes as an option on your pledge page.   
Note: Sustaining modes include 05, 55, and 62 on the web.  Modes 05 and 55 are imported as 02 
and 52, respectively, with the auto-renewal box checked.   
 
To do this, open your current pledge page maintenance screen.  Go to the Section 
Parameters/Payment tab.  Highlight 05, 55 and 62 (if you do not wish to allow cash auto-
renewals, leave 05 unselected). 

 

Tip: You may want to edit your Subheader text to encourage a donor to consider choosing an 
auto-renewal mode of payment. 
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Also, you may want to edit your Payment Mode Script to make it clear to a donor which payment 
mode selection will make him or her sustaining donor.  

 
2) Another option to make your pledge pages more sustainer-friendly includes adding a “Make my 

Gift a Sustaining Gift” Question Record to your pledge page.   
 
Note: This option would allow the donor to choose any mode to become an auto-renew pledge, 
including one-time payments (01, 51, 61). 
 
To do this, open your Question/Answer Maintenance Table. Use the Edit Options to create a new 
Question Record. 
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The following is an example of how you may want to setup your Question Record: 
 
Note: To ensure that your Question Record links correctly and marks the pledge to auto-renew, 
make sure the Field Number of Answer section and code selected are exactly as seen below. 
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Next, add your question record to the Payment section of the Pledge Page Record you will use to 
solicit sustaining donors.  
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Tip: You may want to edit your Subheader text to encourage a donor to consider choosing an 
auto-renewal mode of payment. 

 
Once you have made these changes, the “Payment” section of your pledge page will look similar 
to the screen below and you are ready to begin collecting sustaining gifts on the web.   
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Option Two:  

Create a special pledge page for sustainers-only.   

Pros:   

• By using periodic pledge values, you can encourage donors to give a bigger gift. 
• You can offer sustainer-only premiums or benefits. 
• Can be implemented in minutes. 
• Allows you to give sustaining web donors a special source code to allow for easier 

reporting/cleanup. 

Cons: 

• Donors have to choose to be sustainers before they make their pledge. 
• You will have to manage multiple live pledge pages. 

Setting Up Your Sustainer-Only Pledge Page 

To make things easier for you, you may want to copy an existing Pledge Page Record by using your 
edit options in the Pledge Page Maintenance Table.  

Create a Web Sustainer source code and use that code as the Source Code Default on your page 
parameters of your new pledge page.   

 
Under the Amount tab under Section Parameters, you will want to choose ”Display Amounts as 
Periodic Values” in the Display Options area. 

By selecting this option, the giving ladder displayed will show MONTHLY payment amounts as 
opposed to a full pledge amount.  So, the donor would select $5 for a total annual gift of $60 rather 
than selecting $60 from a giving ladder. 

 
Use the “Custom Giving Ladder” option and click on the Setup Customer Ladder under the Amount 
tab to determine the MONTHLY giving levels. 

The following is an example of a custom giving ladder your station could use. 
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Then go to the Payment section of your Section Parameters.  Choose modes 05, 55, and 62 only.  This 
will allow your sustaining donors to select only monthly/auto-renewing modes.  Note: If you do not 
wish to allow cash donors to auto-renew, do not choose 05. 

Tip: You may want to edit your Subheader text to remind a donor that he/she will be making a 
sustaining pledge/payment. 

 Adjust your subheader text to remind the donor that they will be making a sustaining gift.  
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Tip: Also, you should adjust the text on your Payment Mode Scripts for auto-renewing pledges to 
make it clear to your donor what will occur for each payment type. 

 
Once you have made these changes, the “Amount” and “Payment” sections of your pledge page will look 
similar to the following: 
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Additional Considerations on the Web 

• You may want to offer special premiums or benefits to sustaining donors.  Set these up like normal 
premiums or benefits for your sustainer-only pledge page.   

• You may want to setup special confirmation page/email text (headers and footers) for sustaining 
donors.  You set up confirmation page/email text by MODE under the Confirmation Script tab of the 
Additional Information section of your Pledge Page Record setup. Use Question Records to tailor your 
confirmation message specifically to those sustaining donors. Note: Because these confirmation 
messages are based on the MODE of payment, you will not be able to tailor confirmation messages if 
you use a Question Record only to solicit a sustaining gift.  

 

The following are examples of text you could use: 

Cash auto-renewing donors – Thank you for becoming a sustainer of WXYZ!  Please review the 
details of your pledge below.  You will receive a reminder each month in the mail.  Please pay in a 
timely manner to ensure that your gift will do all it can to help us to provide quality 
programming.  You can choose to pay your pledge via credit card or EFT any time. 

CC auto-renewing donors – Thank you for becoming a sustainer of WXYZ! Please review the 
details of your pledge below.  Your credit card will be charged immediately with your donation 
and subsequently around the 5th of each month.  Your support makes all the difference.   
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EFT auto-renewing donors –Thank you for becoming a sustainer of WXYZ! Please review the 
details of your pledge below.  Your bank account will be charged around the 5th of each month.  
Your support makes all the difference.   

Contact Us 

If you have any questions or would like suggestions for additional resources to starting and building your 
sustaining donor program, please contact us at 877-858-654 or support@allegiancesoftware.com.  
 
The following a link to DEI’s website that may provide resources for developing a sustaining donor 
program: http://www.deiworksite.org/individual-giving.  
 

 
If you have your own stories and examples to share, please feel free to send your comments to us. 

mailto:support@allegiancesoftware.com
http://www.deiworksite.org/individual-giving
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